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EXECUTIVE SUMNIARY 

Objective 

The objective of this Greening Operations Action Plan is to ensure that the Department's operations are 
conducted in a manner consistent with good environmental stewardship principles and practices, while 
respecting competing demands on financial and human resources. 

Environmentai stewardship involves protecting and fostering the sustainable use of the environmental 
resources under the Departments control or influence. 

Issues 

There are limited environmental impacts associated with Industry Canada's operations, The most significant 
issues are those associated with offices (e.g. building energy use, use of paper and office supplies) and 
vehicles (e.g. fuel consumption and emissions). 

Nevertheless, the Department recognizes that the accumulated impact of many small improvements can 
produce significant environmental benefits. As a part of the Federal Government, it also accepts that it has a 
responsibility to set an example for other public and private-sector organizations. This is particularly important if 
it is to be an effective advocate of sustainable development with its industry clients. 

Current Status 

The Departments present approach to environmental management is to rely on individual managers to 
integrate erwironmental issues in their day-to-day decision-making. Some of the elements of an environmental 
management framework, including overall objectives and planning criteria, are in place and some action has 
already been taken on issues such as hazardous waste, paper recycling and fuel efficiency, however, there is 
no  format  or systematic system to address environmental concerns. 

Approach 

Organizations in Canada and around the world are recognizing that effective management of environmental 
issues requires the same sort of tools that are used to manage other critical aspects of their businesses, such 
as finances and human resources. Many are considering the adoption of formal Environmental Management 
Systems (EMS) and are assessing the merits of various models, such as the International Organization for 
Standardization (150) Environmental Management Standards (the ISO 14000 series), the Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA) Voluntary Environmental Management System (CSA Z-750), and the best practices of other 
private and public sector organizations. 

The Industry Canada Greening Operations Action Plan addresses the need for an EMS, and a baseline of 
environmental information. At the same time it provides for timely cost-effective action in areas where there is a 
good potential for achieving environmental benefits. The Plan will be updated on the basis rf additional 
information provided by the baseline survey and regularly after that. Annual progress reports will be prepared. 

improvements  fo  the Environmental Management Framework 

The Department plans to assess its current approach to environmental issues against applicable models for 
EMSs. Following this assessment, steps will be taken to cbrify the Department's approach, make it more 
comprehensive and more systematic. The objective will be to put in place an effective and efficient EMS and to 
integrate it with the overall business planning systems of the Department. The EMS will address a variety of 
issues including: policies, objectives and targets, roles and responsibilities, training and awareness, and 
performance measurement. It will also establish a planning framework, including a cornmon approach on 
facilities with Public Works and Government Services Canada (PWGSC). 

Development of Baseline Environmental Information 
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Baseline Information on the environmental aspects of the Department's operations is important for the selection 
of priorities, the establishment of targets and performance measures, and for effective planning. Although some 
of the necessary information is available from other management systems (e.g. facilities, financial), much of it is 
not in a form that can be readily used for environmental planning. The Department's strategy will be to collect 
existing information from departmental databases and to obtain samples of additional information from specific 
facilities and organizations. The baseline information will be organized according to the key environmental 
aspects and will include data on the underlying activities (e.g. facilities floor space, number of vehicles), 
environmental pressures (e.g. energy consumption, waste volumes), management responses (e.g. energy 
efficiency, recycling rates). It will also identify associated risks and opportunities, information gaps and possible 
performance indicators. A,dditional infc.mation gathering (e,g. audits) will be undertaken when justified by the 
risk and opportunities assessment and the informclion gaps. 

Priority Action Areas 

Although establishment of an EMS and collection of baseline information are important, they should not delay 
the implementation of cost-effective measures that have clear potential for environmental benefits. For this 
reason, the Department is moving ahead with a series of actions related to facilities energy and water 
conservation, green procurement, vehicle fleet management, non-hazardous waste reduction and recycling, 
and hazardous materials management. The strategy will be to support individual managers and employees with 
Information,  training and tools, and to work with partners, such as PWGSC, to implement specific projects. In 
the absence of complete baseline data, targets will be based on overall Federal Government commitments 
(e.g. reduce waste by 50 percent by the year 2000) and on process milestones (e.g. provide lists of green 
suppliers by January 1998). Once the baseline survey is complete, the Action Plan will be reviewed and 
updated, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Greening Operations Action Plan is a component of Industry Canada's Sustainable Development Strategy 
(SDS). 

The SDS, which will include the Departments goals, priorities and plans in relation to its mandate, is being 
prepared in response to the 1995 amendments to the Auditor General Act. These amendments require 
departments to table Strategies with the House of Commons by December 1997, and update them every three 
years thereafter. The Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development, who reports to the 
Auditor General, will monitor the extent to which departments meet the objectives and implement the plans set 
out in their strategies, and report annually to the House of Commons on this monitoring. 

A Guide to Green Governmentl , published in 1995, assists federal departments in preparing their sustainable 
development strategies. Directions on Greening Government Operations2 , also published in 1995, provides 
additional guidance for the development of plans concerning Government operations. 

This Action Plan responds to those Directions and to the more fundamental need to be proactive in meeting the 
environmental challenges of Industry Canada's operations. It provides the details of that part of the Industry 
Canada SDS that deals with the departments internal operations. 

The plan includes a description of Industry Canada's environmental management framework as well as the 
strategies, goals and actions which the Department will implement over the next three years to "green"  its 

 operations. 

1 A Guide to Green Government, Environment Canada, 1995 
2Directions on Greening Government Operations, Environment Canada, 1995. 
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2. SCOPE OF INDUSTRY CANADA OPERATIONS AND ASSOCIATED 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

2.1 INDUSTRY CANADA 

Industry Canada was created in 1993, to foster a growing, competitive, knowledge-based economy that 
provides quality jobs. The Department seeks to achieve its mission by supporting business growth and by 
giving consumers, businesses and investors con fidence that the marketplace is fair and efficient. 

The Department's activities are grouped into three main lines of business: micro-economic policy, industry 
sector development and marketplace rules and services. Micro-economic policy ac tivities include research, 
analysis and development of policy and legislative frameworks. Industry sector development activities include 
the development of strategic sector approaches and specific sector support activities such as 
telecommunications research and development, economic development initiatives, and tourism marketing and 
promotion. Marketplace rules and services activities include the development and administration of standards 
and regulations in areas such as bankruptcy, corporate governance, legal measurements, intellectual property, 
consumer informa tion, competition and spectrum management. 

These lines of business are supported by corporate and management services that include facilities 
management, financial management, administration, human resources management, information management, 
communications, and audit and evaluation. 

The Department has a staff of approximately 4,900 people, an annual budget of approximately $950 million 
(including $400 million in grants and contributions), and revenues of approximately $375 million. 

Most of the Departments staff work in office environments located in its headquarters in the National Capital 
Region and in five main regional offices, located in Halifax (Atlantic), Montreal (Quebec), Toronto (Ontario), 
Edmonton (Prairies and Northwest Territories), and Vancouver (Pacific). In addition subsidiary service points 
are located in over 50 communities across the country. The Department also operates a major research 
establishrnent, the Communications Research Centre, at Shirley's Bay (near Ottawa), and smaller laboratories 
for measurement regulation and spectrum management. Most of Industry Canada's facili ties (109 of 138) are 
provided by Public Works and Government Seivices Canada (PWGSC) under Occupancy Agreements. 

The Department also operates a fleet of approximately 580 vehicles which are driven by 1000 regular drivers 
and 300 casual drivers. These vehicles are used for inspections and a variety of support activities. Although the 
fleet is primarily composed of automobiles, it also includes a small number of large trucks used to carry heavy 
weights to calibrate weigh stations. 

2.2 PRINCIPAL ENVIRONIVIENTAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH DEPARTMENTAL 
OPERATIONS 

The nature of the Departments operations is such that there are limited environmental impacts and liabilities 
associated with therri.3  

The most significant environmental aspects of the Department's operations are those associated with the 
operation of offices and vehicles: 

• Jnsumption of paper and other office products; 
• consumption of building energy for lighting, heating, air conditioning, and office equipment; 
• consumption &water; 
• production of paper and other office waste; 
• consumption of fossil filets; and 
• air erniF..sions. 
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The management of hazardous materials and waste, underground storage tanks and contaminated sites would 
normally be of significant concern, however, the risks are considered small for the following reasons: 

• the activities of the Communication Research Centre and the other smelter laboratories are such that 
they do not consume or generate significant quantities of hazardous materials; 

• most ozone depleting substances have been removed from use or will be removed under existing plans; 
• there are small numbers of above and below ground storage tanks but these are well maintained and 

documented; and 
• there is no evidence that any of the Department's lands are contaminated in any way. 

The main applicable Federal laws are the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the Transportation of 
Dangerous Goods Act, the Alternative Fuels Act, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, and the Auditor 
General Act. Given that the first two Acts focus on hazardous and toxic substances, there are few potential 
liabilities associated with them. The Alternative Fuels Act applies to the Departments fleet of vehicles and 
mandates the use of alternative fuels arid the purchase of vehicles capable of using them. Concerns 
associated with environmental assessment are dealt with in other sections of the Department's Sustainable  
Development Strategy  and compliance with the Auditor General Act is the objective of that Strategy (and this 
Plan). 

Although provincial laws do not apply to lndustry Canada's operations, compliance demonstrates the 
Departments concern for the standards of the communities in which it operates. Provincial regulations 
governing non-hazardous waste reduction and recycling are the principal concerns. 

3This assessment is based on a preliminary review of available baseline information. A more detailed review is to be 
undertaken as part of this Plan (see Section 4). 
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3. ENVIRON1VIENTAL MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
3.1 APPROACH 

Industry Canada's overall approach to management is to provide maximum implementation and planning 
flexibility to managers within the bounds provided by accountability mechanisms (i.e. business plans) and 
departmental policies (e.g. financial, administrath,e, assets management and human resource policies). 

:repartment's approach to environmental management is based on three principles: 

• dealing with environmental issues is considered a normal part of business planning; 

• the level of effort aliocated to environmental issues should be consistent with the risk associated with 
them; and 

• managers have .re resources, authority and accountability for dealing with environmental issues. 

12 ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND OBJECTIVES 

Industry Canada's policy is to conduct its operations in a manner consistent with good environmental 
stewardship principles and practices, while respecting competing demands on financial and human resources. 

Environmental stewardship involves protecting and fostering the sustainable use of the environmental 
resources under the Department's control or influence. 

The specific objectives of this policy are: 

• to integrate environmental concerns with operational, financial, safety, health, economic development 
and other relevant concerns in decision making; 

• to meet or exceed the letter and spirit of federal environmental laws and, where appropriate, to be 
compatible with provincial and international standards; 

• to improve the level of awareness throughout the Department of the environmental and health benefits 
and risks of operational decisions and to encourage and recognize employee actions; 

• to ensure that environmental consideraflons are integrated into the Department's purchasing policies 
and practices; 

• to seek cost-effective ways of reducing the input of raw materials, toxic substances, energy, water and 
other resources, and of reducing the generation of waste associated with day-to-day operations 
(including greenhouse gases and ozone depleting substances); 

• to prevent rather than control the generation of pollutants; and 

• to promote environmental efficiency and support innovation in the application of sustainable 
development principles. 

3.3 PRIORMES 
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Priorities for action are selected according to the following criteria: 

• compliance with laws and regulations; 
• significance of the environmental impact; 
• compatibility with the Department's objectives; 
• owl; 
• impact on human resources; 
• likelihood of success; 
• measurability of the benefits; 
• durability and sustainability of the benefits; 
• creativity and innovation; and 
• support for new technology. 

Although the criteria are in general order of priority, choices are made on the basis of individual circumstances. 

3.4 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Deputy Minister and members of the Departmental Management Board (including the Associate Deputy 
Minister and Assistant Deputy Ministers) are responsible for approving the Departments Greening Operations 
Action Plan and for providing managers with the support and resources to implement it. 

Managers are responsible for the environmental performance of their organizations, in accordance with the 
policies, objectives and criteria set out above. 

The Director, Facilities Management is responsible for providing advice, for promoting awareness, for 
coordinating programs to assist managers in dealing with environmental issues, and for the preparation of the 
Industry Canada Greening Operations Action Plan. 

In addition, a working group of environmental coordinators, composed of key branch sector and regional office 
representatives, will be tasked to disseminate best practices and strategies, consult stakeholders, Lnd ensure 
the consistency of environmental plans. 

A departmental champion for environmental operations, at the director general level, and referred to as the 
Chief Environmental Steward, will facilitate the work of the Director, Facilities Management and of the network 
of environmental coordinators by ensuring the ongoing support of senior management. 

3.5 PLANNING 

Although Industry Canada has, over the years, pianneci and implemented a number of measures to promote 
environmental stewardship, this Plan represents a first attempt to capture all the proposed measures in a single 
reference. This document was prepared by Facilities Management Branch with the assistance of the informal 
working group of environmental coordinators, 

Included is a three-year plan for Industry Canada's Greening Operations Plan. It represents a compilation of the 
most significant activities being proposed within the Department and is being integrated with Departmental, 
Sector and Branch  Business Plans. 
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4. STRATEGIES AND ACTION PLAN 
4.1 GENERAL 

The overall strategy of the Department is to focus fi rst on completing an assessment of the environmental 
status, risks and opportunities associated with Departmental operations. Once the baseline information is 
available, it will become easier to define priorities and targets in accordance wie■ the framework described in 
Section 3. 

In the meantime, cost-effective measures that have the potential to provide environmental benefits will be 
implemented. Targets will generally be based on process milestones and on commitments made by the 
Government as a whole. 

Measures have been selected to further the Department's objectives in six main areas: 

• improvements to the environmental management framework (including collection of baseline data); 
• resource conservation in buildings; 
• procurement; 
• automotive fleet management; 
• waste reduction, reuse and recycling and 
• hazardous materials management. 

4.2 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK 

The Issue 

Organizations in Canada and around the world are recognizing that effective management of environmental 
issues requires the same sort of management tools that they use to manage other critical aspects of their 
businesses, such as finances and human resources. 

An Environmental Management System (EMS) is a set of practices, procedures and processes for 
implementing environmental management. It allows an organization to ensure that its environmental goals are 
being met efficiently and effectively. An EMS assists organizations to clarify responsibilities, accountabilities 
and priorities for dealing with environmental  issi  les and provides a way to monitor progress. 

In Directions on Greening Government Operations, federal departments committed themselves to developing 
EMSs and to consider various EMS models. The options include best practices adapted to internal 
management systems, Canadian Standards such as the Canadian Standards Association's (GSA) Voluntary 
Environmental Management System, Canadian Standards Association, CSA Z-750, 1994, and the International 
Organiztion for Strandardization's (ISO) 14000 series of international standards. 

The 14000 series of environmental standards, and specifically ISO 14001 (Environmental Management System 
Standard) and the accompanying ISO 14004 (Guidance Document), provide direction on required and 
recommended elements of environmental management systems. These elements include: 

• establishing top management commitment and policies; 
• conducting an initial environmental review; 
• establishing planning frameworks (including setting objectives and targets); 
• implementation considerations (including resources, responsibilities, awareness, training, reporting, 

documentation, control and emergency preparedness); 
• measurement and evaluation (including monitoring, corrective action, records, and management audits); 

and 
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• continuous improvement of the environmental management system. 

The requirements of ISO 14001 and ISO 14004 are generic in nature and are meant to be adapted to the 
specific needs of the organization, Interpretation Guides, such as the CSA's Competing Leaner, Keener and 
Greener - A Small Business Guide to ISO 14000, Canadian Standards Association, Plus 1117, 1994, and the 
Canadian Government's own Fe/1S Self-Assessment Guide, Office of the Auditor General and the Federal 
Committee on Environmental Nlanagernent Systems, 1995, provide practical guidance for government 
departments with limited environmental concerns. 

Current Status 

Development of the Department's Sustainable Development Strategy has stimulated the addition of 
environmental criteria to planning and decision-making processes. In addition, the Department has been 
responding to an overall trend towards more explicit consideration of environmental issues. As a result, it 
already has in place some of the elements of an effective Environmental Management System, including 
priorities, objectives, responsibilities, and an informal planning framework. This system is responsible for 
generating the information and commitments contained in this Action Plan. However, planning has been made 
more difficult due to the lack of a complete database of baseline information on the Department's environmental 
impacts and current responses. 

Strategy 

In the spirit of continuous improvement, Industry Canada will evaluate its existing approach to environmental 
issues against applicable models and will take steps to clarify the system, make it more comprehensive, and 
make it more systematic. The objective will be to put in place an effective and efficient EMS and integrate it with 
the Department's other management systems, particularly the overall business planning system which is 
currently undergoing review. 

A key part of the Department's strategy will be the completion of a baseline survey of environmental 
information, opportunities, risks and regulatory obligations. This survey will also allow the Department to refine 
the targets contained in this Plan and develop suitable performance measures for each of the priority areas. 
The survey will use available information from departmental databases and will gather a sample of additional 
useful information from specific facilities and organizations. It will identify information gaps which should be 
remedied by additional information gathering (e.g. audits). A proposed framework for the information is 
provided in the following box. 

Another important aspect of the Plan will be to involve Public VVorks and Government Services Canada 
(PWGSC) more directly in the planning process and to play a stronger advocacy role concerning facility-related 
environmental issues under the control of PWGSC. 

Awareness and Training activities are integral aspects of the implementation of this Action Plan. The Plan 
provides for general promotion and coordination  activities as well as specific measures related to the key 
issues (see subsequent sections). 

A Frarnework for the Collectif  and Presentation of Baseline information 
on the Environmental Aspects of Industry Canada's Operations 

For each of the issues  identified in this Plan, the following information will be obtained and presented. 

Issue: A description of each of the environmental aspects, including information on th'  significance of the 
nvironmental impacts on a local, regional and global scale. 

Drivers: Figures on the underlying activities which lead to environmental impacts (e.g. expenditures on laboratory an 
ffice supplies, office space occupied, number of vehicles and kilometres travelted). 

Pressures: Figures on the consumption of resourCes and the ge 	of waste (e.g. building electricity and water 
onsumption and emissions, vehicle fuel consumption and emissions, materiel consumption and waste generation, 

hazardous materials volumes). Total consumption and emissions are of interest, as are normalized figures (e.g. per 
mployee, per square metre, per vehicle, per dollar of expenditure). 

Risks: An assessment of the Department's exposure to environmental risks, including non-compliance with 
regulations, and future environmental liabilities. 

pportunities: An assessment of the Department's opportunities for environmental stewardship through the 
pplication of cost-effective pollution prevention measures. 
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Response: Figures on current efforts to reduce pressures and risks and to take advantage of opportunities (e.g. 
energy efficiency measures, recycling percentages, use of alternative fuels, use of recycled materials). 

Performance measures: Proposed data elements that could be used to refine targets and develop environmental 
performance indicators. 

Information Gaps: An assessment of the additional information which could be obtained at reasonable cost to assist n 
planning, implementation and performance measurement. 

Tabiel 
Environmental Management Action Plan 

— 	Plan 	 arge s 	Cost 	—Lead  
mew 	ommurucate appointment of Champion to employees. 	 Completed in May 	• 'mat 	 Chief Environmental 
MS 	 1998 	 Steward assisted by 

Management  Services and 
Facilities Management  

stablish a formal "Greening* Operation7lommittee to coordinate the EMS 	Establish the 
iew and contribute to policies, action plans, surveys, audits, training and 	Committee by 

ornmunications. The Corrunittec would be chaired by Management Se/Vices and 	September 1998 
acilities Management and would include representativ= from the sectors, 

egions, Special Operating Agencies, Hurnan Resources, Communications and 
I' WGSC. 

ommunicate to employees (via E-mail) appointment of Committee Members 

I. blicize . oraess as it occurs 
a 	elop and implement a workplan for the Committee. 	 I stablish a 

orkplan by 
ecember 1998  

plement recommended changes to the EMS. 	 Implement 
commended 

hanges by 
ovember 1999.  

- asehne 	I dentify terms of reference with the assistance of the 'Greening* Operations 	ompleted May 	 acilities Management 
urv 	onunittee. 	 998 . 	 . 	,....—.—, 

btain assistance to gather and analyse data (Enviro-Spec Program, Audit and 
aluation Branch, Management Consulting Centre).  

onduct the survey and analyse results. 	 ompleted March 
998  

Update Action Plan. 	 ompleted June 
1998 

eview targets. 

tablish performance measures, 

en 	uirements  fora. 	 ific audits. 
mmunicate importance of survey to line managers and employees. Share results 

d success stories. 	 .....—... 
Advocacy 	select  facilities moet in need of attention (based on preliminary results of baseline a  :oing 	i 	 1 =lines Management 
with 	, urvey, Facilities Information Database and PWGSCs Asset Management 
PWGSC 	I nfonnation System).  

. y e with PWGSC on common environmental standards and cOmmitments to be 
co  rated in  le...2.....,sesreements. ....—.........  

omtly develop plans, policies and goals for energy, water and waste. 

egotiate provisions for: 

implementation of recycling programs 

r  construction and demolition practices (e.g.: types of products and services, 
recycling and disposal methods) 

iL  maintenance of building equipment and lighting 

!..F  energy and water audits 

inn lementation of en 	and w..._m(. tts..r meri 	ams  
Training 	Implement actions to increase manager and employee awareness, based on 	Ongoing 	s 30 000 to $40 000 (to be 	acilities Management, 
and 	Communications Plan. Activities could include: 	 bsorbed by Fscilities 	ornmunications, and 
Awareness Î 	 aruigement and 

kick-off  announc ement; 	 ommunications. 

quarterly reports; 	

urnan Resources 
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edam* onaunrunental stewardship bulletin board and make available key 
bauments to g thts Plan, procurement nixes, etc). 

praridc managers mg) key messages for staff, 

regular publishing of envsronmental tacts arid tips through electronic media. 

Je‘ais tor pnntors. photocopiers and fax machines. 

1. mail address and suggestion box, 

tr ein cen* thane 	c s 	clean u 	co" commons 
'...rdinair Training and Information database for use by managers seeking 
Nwaiulkg  in ohtauung utfernation or «Kettle' Murat n 
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4.3 RESOURCE CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS 

The Issue 

Buildings consume fossil fuels and electricity to produce heat, ventilation, air conditioning, lighting, and to 
operate equipment. Fossil fuel use consumes non-renewable resources and contributes to a variety of 
environmental problems, including climate change, smog and acid rai. Electricity use requires electrical 
generating capacity which in turn relies on the consumption of fossil fuels, nuclear energy, or hydroelectric 
generating facilities (each of which has a number of possible environmental impacts). Reducing energy use In 
huildings (through efficiency or decreased activity) conserves fossil fuels, reduces emiseilons and reduces the 
need for additional efectrical generating capacity. In many cases, it can improve the efficiency of activities and 
reduce costs. 

Similarly, water is consumed for cooling, domestic use and for process applications. Its use requires energy for 
treatment and distribution, leads to the depletion of surface water and groundwater supply capacity, and 
contributes to the contamination of these freshwater sources. Reducing water use in buildings conserves 
energy, reduces demands on freshwater and improves water quality. It can also reduce costs. 

Current Status 

Because many of the sites occupied by Industry Canada are shared and consumption of energy and water are 
not metered individually, a reliable consumption baseline is not available. 

Stmtegy 

The overall strategy will be to rely on the baseline survey (see 4.2) to Identify candidate facilities for more 
intensive energy and water audits. In the meantime, the Department will implement a variety of measures 
relying on the cooperation of building custodians (particularly PWGSC) and employees. Wherever possible, the 
Department will participate in the Federal Buildings Initiative (FBI). 4  

Table 2 
Retiource CnnearvatIon Action Plan 

em 	 PIun  
Coitorvu g 	endue% cnosy authts in cooperabon wsth PWCISC 	 -To evaluate anti, where appropriate, sruptemait Ow 	i ncnti to bo 	Slides 
Energy 	 FBI  or an equsvalent melon in facilities houstng 80 rccouped through 	Management 

ent or De .tutment c 	1 	cc*. 	FY 2000/2001, annual sevin 
ontluct feassbility study (through MI) to verify five to seven year 
syback for • motion detectors to control lights. 

timers for lights, 

energy•efEcient ballasts, 

re:dam:sal light switches, 

other mesure 
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ins lement ccomsncnded measures 
Conduct employee utIbmintion end ftwnzencu progrim (through 
li•mail as much  in  possible), including 

• spot checks for hen arid equipment in ll.le dunng non•husiness 
hour, 

• hein iniormation dissemination, 

- publicizo success shines le g implementation of FBI at CRC), 

• employee suaestran proem, 

• di 	thution ni cn 	srod 	ti s 
mewing 	nduct water audits in cooperation with PWOSC 	 ro cvmomo and, where appropriate, implement the 	Inreuimenu to be 	Eacuttuca  

%Valet 	 FI31 or an equivalent peogram in facilities housing xi) recouped through 	Maiingement 
cent of 	iartmcnt cm lo 	et h 	l• Y 2000•2tKil 	nnnuel sawn 

Conduct resubilitv study (thrnugh FIJI) to wily five to seven year  
payback for a variety of WAler conservation MetIttreS, including 
idapters  ter tapa  and tnilet tanka Implement recommended 

4 	 sw 

In cooperation with PW(lSr, replace existing freshwater supply for 
mmptaer equipment cooling in C D flown building with a closed 
loop system 	 ---. 	  
Conduct employee information and Awarcneu prognun (through 
E•mail &I much in possible). including 

• basic intormatien dissemination. 

punk= ZUCCO9 slimes  (e g impierneniation of Mi st CRC); 

• employee suggestion program. 

• du,,trihulinn ot water consetvatien uu 

4,4 PROCUREMENT 

The Issue 

Procurement practices have important environmental Implications because they provide an opportunity for 
organizations to determine the characteristics of the goods and services they use. To make appropriate 
decisions, procurement officers need to know the full life-cycle impacts of the available alternatives including 
the impacts 01 production (e.g. recycled materials), use (e.g. efficient design), and disposal (e.g. recyclable 
waste). By applying a 4Rs hierarchy (reduction before re-use before recycle before recovery) to purchasing 
decisions, the environmental impact of products and services can be minimized. 

The Treasury Board's Materiel Management Policy contains guidelides on Incorporating environmental 
considerations in purchasing, as well as use and dIeposal of material. The guidelines emphasize the need to 
adopt a life-cycle approach and a 4Rs hierarchy. In addition, Environment Canada and others have developed 
useful training and information tools to assist in the dbcision-making process (e.g. checklists, computer-based 
training, databases, etc.). Programs such as the federal government's Environmental Choice and EnerGuide 
programs, Canadian utilities' PowerSmart and the U.S. Government's Energy Star exist to Inform consumers 
about the environmental and energy performance of products. 

Current Status 

The Department's total expenditures on goods and services are approximately $270 million (this is expected to 
decrease to $170 million by 1999-2000). This total includes approximately $21 million for utilities, materials and 
supplies, and approximately $11 million for machinery and equipment. Actual consumption of rnaterials is not 
presently measured, however it Is clear that the Department buys significant quantities of paper. 

The Department has adopted a green procurement policy which encourages the purchase of environmentally 
friendly goods and services, however, there are no systematic policies or tools that allow procurement officers 
to consider the issues in a consistent manner. 

Strategy 

The overall strategy will be to rely on the baseline survey (see 4.2) to identify the key categories of goods and 

http://strategis.lc.gc.ca/SSG/sd000630.html  12/24/98 
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services that would benefit from more systematic  attention. The Department will evaluate, adapt, and adopt 
tools to assist procurement officers In making green choices. Paper products will be targeted for immediate 
action. 

Table 3 
Peocurement Action Plan 

em 	 an 	 ret-i-e---- 	----triœt 	en 
tablish baseline and monitor purchase 	 nerease proportion of rorycled pape purchases To be determined (culs to he 	entrees and 

	  o 50%  of ail  piper purchas 	Jan 	1999 	absorbed 	individual mana ter% 	atonal  Mli 	ont 

pcnment with ditrerent products to  assets  
OfekVICC 

	 .01011•19 

I I StS of rocomniondod suppliers 

artmental Stores to reduce purchases of virgin 
20% 

nclurle use of recycled paper clause in controcta for 
ces 	  

duct employee information and ammo  tas 
%warn (through E-mail as much as possible), 

ncluding 

results ofexpenments, 

publicize  5000CS3 stones, 

reminders of the importance of using recycled 

• ten 	tabluth belinc  and monitor purchasing practices 	obey in place by January 1999. 	 Minunal 	 metes and 
ocurement 

	

	 n !aerial Management 

tut of stremrs in place by January 1999 

ont  lote  other actions by  Jure  1998. 	.............. 
clap and adopt buy 'geed policy based on lita  

le im 
e available lists of recommended suppliers tir 

4 	 IS, 
	 "1111M.101...116.1.1111. 	  

tountal Stores to stock and promote 'green' 
WIYIS 

temperate greed enterra in the contracting 

onduct employee inforrnats'on and awareness 
(through E-mail u much as possible), 

neluding: 

promote buy 'greed policy, 

include "greed commitment on credit cards and 
- 	t it card agreement, 

publicize success stories (e g CRC), 

provide list of 'green' products online 

4.5 AUTOMOTIVE FLEET MANAGEMENT 

The Issue 

Vehicles consume fossil fuels and produce emissions that lead to climate change, smog and other urban air 
pollution problems. Using alternative fuels, reducing vehicle use, improving fuel efficiency, and maintaining 
vehicles in good repair conserves fossil fuels  ar4 reduces harmful emissions. 

The Alternative Fuels Act requires that federal departments use alternative fuels in at least 75 percent of 
vehicles and that, by the year 2000, 75 percent of vehicles purchased be capable of using alternative fuels 
(where operationally feasible and cost-effective). 

In addition, Treasury Board's Motor Vehicle Policy includes requirements for the use of alternative fuels In 
bl-fuel vehicles, for emissions testing,  "green" driver training, information management, reporting and auditing. 

http://strategis.lc.gc.ca/SSG/sd00063e.html  12/24/98 
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To support action in this area, Treasuly Board, Natural Resources Canada, Environment Canada and Public 
Works and Government Services Canada have launched a government-wide initiative titled FleetWise. The 
FleetWise initiative involves the preparation of action plans and Information gathering systems to reduce the 
size of fleets, improve fuel efficiency, Improve driver operation, and increase the use of cleaner fuels. Support is 
provided in the form of pilot projects, standards, guidelines, technical support, and information dissemination. 

Current Status 

The Department has amended Its Motor Vehicles Policy (Comptroller Bulletin), procedures and guidelines to 
implement the requirements of the Alternative Fuels Act and the Treasury Board policy. 

Measures have been taken to establish baseline information on vehicle characteristics, distances travelled, fuel 
efficiency, and emissions, however, this information needs to be analysed to identify opportunities for 
improvement. Although some of the Departments 1000 regular drivers have taken "green" driver training, no 
systematic program has been offered. 

Strategy 

The strategy is to analyse the baseline information on vehicles and to implement a variety of measures, dealing 
with procurement, conversions, and driving practices. Wherever possible, resources from FleetWise will be 
used to support the Departments actions. 

Table 4 
Fleet Management Action Plan 

—prier 	 aroe 5 	 os 	 ea 
'1 	iVl 	

,  
tablish baseline information and monitor 	required by the Alternative Fuels Act to use 	oats vary between $1000. $3000  for 	ontrects rind 

	

using standiudized reports  on the 	. Iterruitive fuela in at least 75% ofvehreles, where 	enter- none and $2000»  $5000 for new 	atenal  
tato and performenet of the Ilect 	perationally feasible and to purchaae  alternative 	clucks These costa would be recouped 	tenagement 

uel vehicles as Mawr 	 et  four years  as a remit of lower fuel coats 

50 0  by 97198, 

60% by 98/99; 

75% b 99/2000. 
Implement new Departmenuil Motor 

chicle Poli 	on alternative fuels 

eview the present fleet communion to 
'delay opportunities for alternetive fuel 

versions and make conversions, where 
unified. 

new alternative vehicles in 
order= with the De  • immental Poli 	, 

cminunicate reasiins for the switch to 
• ' and Managers. , 	

= 
=Ott! 	 uidelines and  use of FleetWise g 
oftware. 	 . 

CPI  Driver 	• 	&Ole training sessions for regular 	ro  train  all  new &iv= by April 2000, 	n • 30 000 over three years 	 .ontracts and 
mining 	'vas using FleetWise training =tennis 	 menal 

an  •meri(  
est trainees before and alter  training  

Min 	te casual  drivets to attend ennui" 	

li . .1(RIM • •mote elf.directed tanning meters 2. 	 . 

• stribute 'green" driving tips by B.mrel 
:. d • • t WI/chicks. 

 cet 	I ncorpixate PlectWise Program 	 educe emissions by 30 percent by the year 2000 	 ontracts and 
 

n 	ateriet anagement 	, equirtmcnte in policies and procedums 	relative to 1990). 	 an 	ment 

111 11 

• mmendations, 
11.111 erify fleet  composition  against  standard 	

.IIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIII 

commie them in the Departmental Motor 1111  a.  • op fleet management standards and 

chicle Poli 
- ticate new fleet management practices. 

ncluding: 

rental agency management practices; 

allowing use of employee-owned vehicles; 
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Table 5 
Non-Hazardous Waste Reduction Action Plan 

QM 	 an 
Illstablish baseline information. 41 accordance with the overall Grain Plan 

4rect, reduce solid waste generation by SO% 
cilities 
anagement 

bp« 4Fts 
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r 

shan 	vehicles with other de arunents 	  
. 	 rim a maintenance checklist based on 
	 leetWise Pro am. 

Feat vehicles to establish en emissions 
il3Chrie and encourage penodic iitm.  
nsure the use of 'green" service centres 
enever• suble. Mle».......011••• n•••n• 	  

nforrn dnvers and managers of new Motor 
chicle Policy and of the imponanee or 
rovidi 	the necessary information 

4.6 NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE 

The Issue 

The generation of waste is a major cause of environmental impacts on air, water and soli.  In  he  case of 
Industry Canada, the main concern is solid, non-hazardous waste (mainly paper). This waste, when disposed 
of as garbage, ends up in landfills or incinerators. By consuming some of the capacity of landfills and 
incinerators, the vvaste creates pressures for new facilities and further increases environmental impacts on soil, 
groundwater and air quality. Waste disposal is expensive in terms of direct costs and in terms of the missed 
opportunities to reduce the input of materials. 

By adopting a pollution prevention approach which emphasized a hierarchy of waste management (4Rs), 
Industry Canada can reduce costs, white minimizing its contribution to disposal problems. 

Cunrent Status 

Recognizing the oppo rtunities, the Department has already undertaken initiatives to reduce the amount of 
wastes sent to landfill. Examples includes: 

• Papersave. industry Canada participates in the federal government's fine-paper and old corrugated 
cardboard recycling program. 

• Multi-material recycling. Industry Canada has implemented programs (dealing with cans, bottles, 
newspapers, etc.) in a number of locations, including CRC. 

t Recycling and reuse of wood. A program has been implemented at CRC. 

• Waste Audits. Audits have been performed at Indusby Canada headquarters and in some regional 
offices. 

Although some waste audits have been completed, baseline data on waste generation is only partially 
available. The available data (from the C.D. Howe building) indicates relatively higher levels of recycling for fine 
paper, newspapers, glass and aluminum, and much lower levels foi other materials. 

Strategy 

The overall strategy will be to rely on the baseline survey (see 4.2) to identify the key opportunities for 
application of 4Rs measures. In the meantime, the Department will implement cost-e ffective measures, 
focussing on reduction and reuse of paper, office supplies and office equipment and the recycling of items that 
currently end up in landfills. 
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over 1988 levels • 	2000. 
educe waste by promottng E-mail, E-filing, E-forms and other "pap& 	Ole 

I . 	 IIIIIIIIII 	 Iro.n.n•n•n••••••n ...wreertn ml 

• Me double sided printing on copiers and  paniers 	 gill= 
enthuse  and improve PaperSave progazn. 

onduct employee infomiatsim and awareness prow.= (through E-mail as much as 

•ossible), including: 

basic  information dissemination, 

publicize success stones (e g Paper:We) ,  

distribution of •Ilts u s and 	s 	them un  • amers, co iers and fax :machines, 
Reusing Supplies  e  t up central locations on each So«, or in each faciltty. to store etTice supplies 	To estublish three pilot depots by March 1q98 	mima 1 usisties 
and Equipment 	d equipment that can be reused Vend= pilot program, evaluate tt, then expand 	; 	 tannsement 

'I, modify it, or  abandon st The progyam will irvolve 	 To evaluate the results and take appropnate 
decisions by December 1998 

locating space and establishsng operating procedures, 

Usausfeirir. 	items that are not reused to Crown Assets or douait  ! them to titan 
orsduct employee information and awareness program (through E-mail as much u 

ible), including: 

oppommity for calve:dent drop-olT, 

availability of  free supplies and matenats, 

success  stories  and other relevant news. 

Enhanced 	 multi-material reeyelmg to Include the entire leattcpuuters building and 	In accordance with the overall Green Plan 	Innis 	IIC I hues 
Recyclirsg 	 Industry Canada sites, Emend program to include 	 target, reducsa solid waste generation by .10% 	lanagement 
Prognm 	 over 1988 levels by 2000. 

low-grade paper, 

food waste (where feasible); 

IleYstr:1101 

 	metals  and 	/03. 

onduct employee 'mfomsation and awareness prognun (tluough E-mail u much u 
••• 

 
• le), includn, 

basic information dissemination, 

publicize statistics and success stones, 

infomustion on what can bis recycled; 

publicitySel Comsat lattestA logIslogarvosters, contese ,  

4.7 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 

The Issue 

If not handled correctly in use, storage, transportation and disposal, hazardous materials represent a risk to the 
environment and human health. In some cases, the risk outweighs the usefulness of the materials and 
rnaasures are warranted to cease production and use of these materials, and to safely dispose of them. 
Examples of substances of concern include persistent, bioaccumtslative and toxic substances such as PCBs, 
and ozone deplefing substances such as halons. The first are a direct threat to human health and ecosystems; 
the second contribute to a thinning of the stratospheric ozone layer that protects the earth from the damaging 
effects of the sun's ultraviolet radiation. 

Regulations issued under the Canadian Environmental  Protection  Act (CEPA) deal with the management of a 
variety of toxic substances and with underground storage tanks. 

Current Status 

The Department has already virtually eliminated all uses of toxic substances and has begun the removal of 
ozone depleting substances (primarily halons used in computer facifitles). The Department has no known 
contaminated sites and a limited number of underground storage tanks. 
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Strategy 

To complete the removal of ozone depleting substances, to inspect all underground storage tanks, and to rely 
on the baseline survey (and follow-up audits if necessary) to identify any hidden uses or storage sites for toxic 
substances. 

Table 6 
Hazardous Materials Action Plan 

item 	 an 	 arge s 	 o 	 ea. 
.eplacing Halon Fire- 	eplace  belon in the fini suppression system In 	o eliminate belon  from Industry 	85 000 for C.D. Howls building (offset by 	&climes 
'oppression Systems 	is C D Howe building. 	 anada facilities by Apnl 2000 	10 000 value of haler.). Other costs to be 	abasement 

act:nine 
dentify other uses of Won, investigate options 
or replacement; and implement replacement 
ro ecta. 

talc Assess- ments 	dentify and audit beanies that ntay be uaing 	o identify facilities at nsk and 	bal  risk assessment to be includes' In 	«tidies 
'e materials. 	 omplete audits and inspections by 	aline survey  (sec Table 1). 	 anagernent 

. 	11999 
deridfy and inspect underground storage tanks 

4  The FBI Is a program, administered by Natural Resources Canada, that provides an Innovative financing mechanism that 
allows departments to enter Into energy service contracts with pre-qualified energy management firms and use energy 
savings to pay for the costs of the work. The program also addresses water use. 
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5. ACTION PLAN UPDATES AND PROGRESS REPORTS 
5.1 UPDATES TO ACTION PLAN 

This Plan will be updated to reflect information obtained through the baseline survey. Additional updates will be 
completed as follows: 

• Minor updates will be completed annually to adjust the plan to reflect evolving circumstances 

• A complete update will be undertaken every three years to coincide with submission of updates to the 
Departments Sustainable Development Strategy. 

5.2 PROGRESS REPORTS 

Progress reports will be prepared annually, to coincide with preparation of the Department's overall 
Performance Report. 
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